
Fixed bugs in InSite Prepress Portal 9.2
This section lists bugs that are resolved in this release.

Referenced 
PR ID

Description

INST-399 If a Secure Link was sent to a user, you cannot create an account for the user 
using the user's email address

INST-8548 Authentication: Active Directory authentication cannot reset or recover 
passwords

INST-8886 Preflight +: Large XML files cause overflow error

INST-9045 Critically large A9R files (acrobat dump file) filling up C:\temp folder

INST-12116 Security: Several HTTP header security flags missing

INST-12117 Security: Session Token in URL, found during penetration test

INST-12463 Discrepancy of upload timestamps between Transaction and Uploads tabs

INST-12464 Safari using excessive memory during Smart Review session using EIZO 4K 
monitor and Color Patch feature

INST-12867 Security: Disable HTTP OPTIONS method in IIS by default

INST-12889 Long Comments performed on Approve/Reject page are truncated in varying 
places in the UI

INST-12918 Annotation positions are off in Correction Report compared to Annotation 
Report on large page size

INST-12937 HtmlDownload folder in J drive accumulates temp files and consumes a 
significant amount of free space

INST-12965 writeColorPatchToFile errors in log

INST-13121 Smart Review: Angled line annotation copied/pasted to another page is not in 
the same coordinate

INST-13123 Copying a password in Windows fails because of a trailing space

INST-13127 w3wp.exe is periodically failing, triggering Rapid Fail Protection in IIS 7 and 
shutting down the Default App Pools

INST-13132 Secure Links appear in browser with a blank screen and cannot be redeemed

INST-13143 Unable to add row to preflight table

INST-13180 Enterprise: Login page very slow (>1 minute) to load after 9.1.1 upgrade



INST-13182 Enterprise: Some users cannot perform functions they have rights to

INST-13186 Enterprise: Poor performance for UI load

INST-13191 Enterprise: Customer drop-down on Jobs view is slow

INST-13192 Enterprise: Staff Users cannot create, modify, delete users or add existing 
users directly from the Satellite

INST-13197 Version of MSXML Parser .dll file is old and considered a security risk

INST-13209 Patches: Re-running IPP installer makes patch registry entry obsolete and 
incorrect

INST-13222 Security: No Content Security Policy (CSP) Defined

INST-13224 Security: X-XSS-Protection Header Not Set

INST-13226 Security: Content Sniffing Not Disabled

INST-13255 "Unable to setup monitor" error on newer EIZO monitors; 10.15.2 x MV 9.1 
(and 9.2)

INST-13275 Timeout for CallPythonScript.bat needs to be adjustable. Currently set to 2 
minutes.

INST-13321 Upload name string handling in Upload Info Sheet has been modified

INST-13322 Custom Upload info sheet not inherited from Job Template when creating new 
job

INST-13343 Security: Reflected XSS vulnerability in speedtest.asp
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